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The youngest 
70-year old 
you’ll ever meet 
transforms regular 
folks regularly

Carl Adams is a master 
craftsman in the art and 

science of using food to transform 
physiques from fat-laden to ripped 
and shredded. This septuagenarian 
was born in 1936, the same year 
Adolph Hitler invaded Poland and 
Franklin Roosevelt was starting 
the second of his four terms as 
president. Carl was around for 
bodybuilding’s beginnings. He saw 
it morph ever so gradually from a 
fringe sport for “physical culturist” 
into mainstream acceptance 
(during the seventies) and on into 
the six billion dollar per year mega 
industry “fitness” has become. 
Carl is hardly a nostalgic old timer 
moaning about the good old days; to 
the contrary he is vibrant and vital, 
he lives in the immediate present 
and looks forward to the future. He 
is also one of the best kept secrets 
in fitness. His intuitive genius lies 
in his ability to design customized 
nutritional regimens: the kind that 
causes body fat to evaporate off a 
human faster than pan-roasting fat 
off a chicken in a 500-degree oven. 
John Parrillo tosses compliments 
around like they were manhole 
covers yet is positively effusive 
when Carl’s name comes up: “Let 
me tell you one quick story about 
how good Carl is when it comes to 
designing diets that do what they 
are intended to do – burn off body 

The youngest 
70-year old 
you’ll ever meet 
transforms regular 
folks regularly

fat while fueling muscle growth – a 
doctor at the Cedar-Sinai Hospital 
in Los Angeles contacted Carl about 
setting up a nutritional program 
for him. Carl was a little shocked 
and asked, ‘With all the access 
you have to the highly-paid Cedar 
staff of clinical nutritionists why 
are you coming to me?’ Without 
the slightest hesitation the doctor 
said, ‘I’ve seen the results they 
get and I’ve seen the results you 
get!’” Carl took the compliment in 
stride. “Anyone who works with 
me and does what I ask will get 
results. There is no argument or 
question about that; my system is 
based on logic and commonsense 
and experience. Effective nutrition 
need be simple in order to work 
effectively.” In Carl Adams world, 
there is no school like Old School.

Carl has been weight 
training and bodybuilding for 53 
years and he “cannot wait to get 

to my next workout.” He had been 
training for nearly two decades 
and had a highly developed 
approach to bodybuilding when a 
chance meeting with John Parrillo 
redefined his already sophisticated 
nutritional philosophy. “A friend 
took me to a bodybuilding show 
in 1980. I met John Parrillo and 
we started talking – I want to tell 
you something – it was the first 
time in my life before or since that 
I’d met someone who was so far 
above my head nutritionally that I 
could not believe it. I told myself 
then and there that I was going to 
get to know this man and talk with 
this man continually on the subject 
of nutrition. I was determined 
to glean as much information as 
possible from Mr. John Parrillo.” 
Carl performed the equivalent of 
a Vulcan Mind Meld with Parrillo, 
though it took a number of years to 
understand completely and absorb 
totally the Parrillo approach. They 
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have a saying about Texas ‘hold 
‘em’ poker, “It takes five minutes to 
learn and a lifetime to master.” Ditto 
the Parrillo nutritional approach: 
deceptively simple philosophically 
yet subtly complex in practice. 
26 years down the road and 
Carl’s Parrillo/Adams nutritional 
approach works every single time 
it’s implemented properly. “I have 
always worked with a wide range 
of people and occasionally I will 
encounter a client that, for whatever 
reason, has difficulty making 
progress. When that happens I’ll 

instinctively pick up the phone and 
call John. He invariably points out 
a new angle or approach I hadn’t 
considered. Other times he might 
reinforce a gut hunch I had. He was 
(and is) an invaluable technical 
resource.” Carl uses Parrillo tactics 
as a springboard and melds John’s 
ideas with his own “in the trenches” 
experience. 

When Carl takes on a 
new client he puts them through 
a lengthy interview process and 
physically and psychologically 

accesses the individual: are they 
likely to get on board with the game 
plan? Do they have the motivation 
and situation that predicts success? 
“There is no sense wasting my time 
or the client’s money if the person 
cannot adhere to the meal schedule 
or stick to the relatively limited 
food menu.” In a very real way Carl 
auditions clients before accepting 
them. Those that have the proper 
situation and motivation never 
fail to make sensational results in 
an amazingly short timeframe. “I 
tell new clients that if they adhere 
to the eating and training with 
the exactness I expect within two 
weeks they can expect to lose 8-10 
pounds of body fat and add a pound 
or two of muscle. This assumes 
they are eating properly and 
weight training intensely.” Carl is 
unorthodox in every way. Instead of 
the purposefully distant attitude the 
vast majority of nutritional experts 
display towards clients, i.e., “Here’s 
the menu, here’s the meal schedule, 
eat this many calories, consume 
this many grams of carbs, protein 
and fat…goodbye, goodnight and 
good luck!” Carl insists that the 
client call any time for any reason: 
“It could be a query about a food 
substitution, it could be a question 
about supplement timing or it could 
be they need someone to talk them 
down out of the trees. Perhaps they 
are ready to binge and about to eat 
an entire cheesecake – whatever 
the issue I tell them to call me! 
We are a team and I want my 
people to use me as a technical and 
psychological resource. I don’t give 
them permission to call, I expect 
them to call!” Carl’s expertise was 
widely known on the West Coast 
before moving east a few years 

back. In California he worked with 
rank beginners, movie stars and top 
Mr. Olympia competitors. People 
at every level sought him out. He 
was booked to capacity yet never 
once advertised or self-promoted. 
“My clients all found out about 
me by word-of-mouth from folks 
I’d worked with. The best form 
of advertising is a client that has 
gotten spectacular results.” Carl 
had plenty of West Coast walking, 
talking billboards. 

New clients are often taken 
aback by the raw simplicity of the 
Adams methodology. “I preach 
basics. I explain to beginners that 
I want them to begin by eating five 
meals per day spaced three hours 
apart. At each meal I want them 
to have a quality protein portion 
and a fibrous carbohydrate portion. 
For the first three meals of the day 
I want them to eat a portion of 
starchy carbohydrates and for the 
last two meals of the day I want 
them to drop the starch portion.” 
Clients are typically bemused 
and bewildered: no miracle pills, 
no magic potions or super-secret 
methods? “No secrets here.” Carl 
laughs, “Hard work in the gym, 
disciplined eating outside the gym 
and constant monitoring.” Carl has 
clients drop by his office every 10-
14 days for a periodic report card. 
He administers a skin-fold caliper 
test and uses his trained eye to judge 
visual progress. Based on the stats 
and his own assessment he will 
make corrections and adjustments 
for the next 10-14 days. “When 
the client comes in for subsequent 
consultations I’ll take a 9-point 
body fat skin fold caliper reading 
and compare that to the Day I 

initial benchmark. I’ll size them up 
and make corrections.” Carl’s “in-
flight” corrections are what keep 
the progress ball rolling: anyone 
can read a few books and set up 
a dietary game plan that adheres 
to the best available knowledge 
– the real test is in knowing what 
to do when stagnation inevitably 
sets in. Carl knows that it’s the 
corrections that make or break a 
transformation. Carl has worked 

with numerous Hollywood 
celebrities and developed a 
reputation as a nutritional Magic 
Man after working with TV mega 
star Dylan McDermott for two short 
weeks. “The studio executives were 
so impressed with the fast results I 
got for Dylan that they provided 
me with a studio classroom. 
Fourteen attentive actors, actresses 
and studio execs showed up for my 
presentation.” 
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“Parrillo nutritional supplements are a god-send  
for busy people; people working real jobs trying  

to adhere to strict and effective guidelines.”

Carl with his wife Dawn;   Carl believes in “hard  
work in the gym, disciplined eating outside  

the gym and constant monitoring.”

Photo by Artie Zeller
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A     hypothetical Carl Adams 
Nutritional plan

After many years living in 
Los Angeles Carl decided to return 
to the relative peace and serenity 
of suburban Baltimore. “I knew 
anywhere I went I could generate 
business. I wanted and needed a 
less frantic pace than California. I 
was routinely seeing 10-15 people 
per day and working from dawn 
till dark. Now I live in a great 
area and see far fewer clients. I 
am able to spend more time with 
clients instead of having to rush 
off somewhere to see the next 
person on a long list. I really enjoy 

JOHN PARRILLO’S PERFORMANCE PRESS CARL ADAMS:  AGE IS A STATE OF MIND

the environment and the quality of 
people I’ve found to work with in 
Baltimore.” Carl remains a prime 
example of Old School Parrillo-
inspired nutrition. “I base my 
nutritional approach on foods 
bought at the grocery store. I use 
and recommend supplements but 
I insist supplements are made to 
“supplement” not replace regular 
food. Food is the foundation and 
supplements add the finishing 
touches.” Needless to say Parrillo 
supplements are the only ones Carl 
recommends. “Parrillo nutritional 

supplements are a god-send for 
busy people; people working real 
jobs trying to adhere to strict and 
effective guidelines. For example, 
I have a police officer client who 
works long odd hours. For him the 
Parrillo Sports Nutrition bars are a 
lifesaver: instead of having to miss 
a bodybuilding meal he’ll eat a 
Parrillo bar – or two – and perhaps 
mix a protein shake.” Carl insists 
that every nutritional program 
he constructs is customized. 
“Everyone has a slightly different 
body and slightly different needs 

and taste preferences 
– one size does 
not fit all.” Carl 
Adams churns out 
transformed clients 
with such regularity 
that (as in Los 
Angeles) Baltimore 
clients are beating a 
path to his door. “It’s 
incredibly satisfying 
to assist someone 
who’s given up on 
fitness to finally 
gain traction and 
shed those excess 
pounds of body fat 
while adding muscle; 
I still get a charge 
out of helping folks 
significantly alter 
their physique after 
years and years of 
frustration using 
other methods. I feel 
as though I’m giving 
something back and 
in my own small way 
helping people who  
need help.” 

 
Long may he roll….

     hypothetical Carl Adams 
Nutritional plan:

  “Everyone is a totally different 
situation with different taste 
preferences and differing work 
situations.  If, for example, an 
intermediate level bodybuilder 
decided to enter his 1st bodybuilding 
competition and came to me for 
help – I might proscribe this basic 
benchmark as a starting point. We’ll 
assume he’s 5-8 weighs 200 with 13% 
body fat and wants to shed down to 
5% in 10-weeks. We’ll assume he 
is “regular” in every sense of the 
word, that he works a 9-5 desk job 
and is single with lots of free time. 
We’ll assume he’s highly motivated. 
This might be a Week I Day I meal 
schedule…We’re shooting for 3,000 
calories spread among five meals. 
Optimally we want to consume five 
feedings, the first three will contain 
700-calories and the last two 450 
each. This is basic stuff applied with 
unwavering precision in a disciplined 
way. Parrillo nutritional supplements 
are integral in my approach.”

“I use Parrillo Products exclusively. 
My clients back in California and in 
Baltimore use Parrillo Performance 
products because they do what 
supplements are supposed to: 

accelerate progress. My clients 
use the entire Parrillo supplement 
lineup. Pro-Carb™ is used by 
underweight individuals seeking to 
add quality size…Optimized Whey 
Protein™ allows clients to achieve 
the 1-1.5 grams of protein per pound 
of bodyweight per day that is optimal 
and recommended…50/50 Plus™ is 
perfect for speeding up post-workout 
recovery. Parrillo Pudding™, 
Pancakes and Muffins™ provide 
great “acceptable” snacks…the 
various Parrillo bars – the Sports 
Nutrition Bars™, Energy Bars™ 
and Protein bars™ are great for 
providing “portable nutrition” and 
a great way to curb sweet tooth 
cravings. John’s products are the 
best and I recommend and use  
them myself.” 

“We are a team and I want my people to use me as a technical  
and psychological resource. I don’t give them permission  

to call, I expect them to call!”
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“My clients back in California and in Baltimore use  
Parrillo Performance products because they do what  
supplements are supposed to: accelerate progress.”

Meal Time Foods Supplements

I 6am ½ cup oatmeal, 10 egg whites, 
Parrillo Pancake™

Optimized Whey™, 
CapTri®

II 9am chicken breast, red potato, 
broccoli, Parrillo Cake™ CapTri®

III 12pm roast turkey, rice, collard 
greens, Parrillo Muffin™ CapTri®, All-Protein™

IV 3pm Parrillo 50/50 Plus™ (post 
workout) 

V 6pm flounder filet, large garden 
salad, Parrillo Pudding™ CapTri®, Hi-Protein™

4 Times Daily
Liver Amino™, Bio-C™, Natural E-Plus™,  
Ultimate Amino™, Joint Formula™ 

A
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A BODYBUILDER IS BORNJOHN PARRILLO’S PERFORMANCE PRESS 

Back to school shopping sure 
has changed since I was a lad. 

My twelve-year-old daughter is 
about to start the seventh grade. 
On an average of twice a week 
since sixth grade ended, my wife 
has accompanied her to the mall to 
painstakingly peruse Abercrombie 
Kids, Pac Sunwear, and Limited 
Too in search of not just the perfect 
outfit, but roughly fifty perfect 
outfits, as well as numerous shoe 
stores and shops with accessories 
to compliment them. You would 
think, from the amount of money 
being spent and the time invested 
that she was entering Beverly 
Hills Middle School and that I was 
some sort of corporate tycoon. My 
darling little girl has unfortunately 
had her developing mind warped 
by shows like MTV’s ‘My Super 
Sweet 16,’ in which spoiled-brat 
princesses alternately whine, brag, 
and shriek as they prepare for Sweet 
16 parties on the scale of royal 
weddings, complete with bands 
with current hits in the top 40, 
formal wear, male models jumping 
out of cakes and dancing around 
in thongs, and luxury automobiles 
that the little snot would probably 
total in a drunk-driving accident 
later that evening. All of this is 
financed by wealthy dads that are 
almost certainly tough S.O.B.’s in 
the business world, but at home are 

simpering wussies whose bratty 
daughters have them wrapped so 
tightly around their fingers, they 
might as well just skip their own 
death and hand everything they 
own over right now so little Brandi 
can party away her life in her own 
tropical beach resort with her 
‘posse’ of airhead friends.

I exaggerate a bit about my 
daughter’s wardrobe budget, but 
this much is true. If she went to a 
nice private school with a 
name like “The Wadsworth-
Uppity Academy for 
Splendid Girls” and wore 
a school uniform rather 
than the latest fashions, we 
would be spending about 
the same amount of money 
on tuition as we do on her 
attire now. In contrast, I 
still remember my back to 
school shopping at her age, 
because it all happened the 
night before seventh grade 
began. My mom gave me 
thirty bucks and busfare 
to the mall, with which I 
was able to get a pair of 
gray corduroy pants from 
The Gap and an Ozzy 
Osbourne shirt featuring 
the cover of his Diary of a 
Madman album. This was 
back when Ozzy was an 

anti-establishment figure known 
for biting the heads off live bats, 
not for being a shuffling, mumbling 
father of two spoiled-brat twerp 
kids that flout his authority and 
generally make him look like an 
ineffectual, brain-addled fool on 
national television. Coincidentally, 
that show is on MTV too. Seeing a 
pattern here? 

Luckily for my young musclehead 
protégé Randy, he was still single 

and childless, and thus free to wallow 
in his own imagined misery. Right 
now he was six weeks out from 
his contest, and at the point where 
so many competitors have their 
big moment of doubt. Generally 
feeling sorry for themselves, they 
cry out to the heavens with pained 
questions such as:
“Is it even possible for me to get in 
shape for this contest in time?”
“Why did I get myself into this, 
and what if I back out now?” And 
of course, my favorite:
“Will my wife leave me if my gas 
gets any worse, and maybe it’s 
the broccoli? And could stuffing 
charcoal up my wazoo help keep 
some of the foul stench from 
escaping into the atmosphere 
around me?”

Randy wasn’t worried about getting 
in shape. He had done it before and 
was right on schedule now to do 
it again. Cutting down his starchy 
carbs and replacing them with 
CapTri® was helping him keep his 
energy up, along with upping his 
Liver Aminos™ from six to eight 
with each meal. The Parrillo Hi-
Protein Low-carb Pudding™ was 
allowing him to keep his sweet 
tooth satiated, so this particular 
diet involved a minimal amount 
of suffering. But human nature 
dictates that we are always able to 
find something to complain about. I 
ought to know, as I earned the Gold 
medal back at the Seoul Olympics 
for the 100-meter Bitching and 
Moaning event (I don’t like to brag, 
but the top Belarus guy wasn’t easy 
to beat). 

“My genetics just suck!’ Randy 
bleated as he stood ‘relaxed,’ 
going through his posing as we did 

at the conclusion of each 
workout for about fifteen 
minutes or so. I had heard 
this one before – not only 
out of Randy’s mouth, 
but from countless other 
bodybuilders, including 
myself. I knew what to 
counter this with, too.
“Compared to who? 
Let me guess, Ronnie 
Coleman! That’s about as 
realistic as comparing any 
other bike racer to Lance 
Armstrong, a man that 
probably came out of the 
womb on a ten-speed and 
took off for the nearest 
hill.”
“Yeah, but look at this,” 
he flexed a quad. It was 
good, but it still needed to 
grow a good deal before 
anybody started asking 
him for leg-training tips. 
“Why don’t I have legs  
like yours? Your legs were a 
lot bigger than mine even when 
you were my age, I’ve seen the 
pictures.”
“I don’t know, why hasn’t my 
waist been as small as yours since 
I was about thirteen years old and 
weighed ninety pounds? We’re 
all different. We all have different 
strengths and weaknesses. Look 
at me and my wife Janet, for 
instance.”

“My shoulders have always been 
good. Big and round, never had 
trouble building them. My arms, 
on the other hand, as we all know, 
have been a struggle all along and 
continue to be. Then you have Janet. 
Her arms have grown steadily no 
matter what she did for them. She 
has peaks on her damn biceps like 

little Mount Everests. But her 
shoulders are tough to build, as 
stubborn as arms are for me. When 
they say opposites attract, this must 
have been what they meant. Either 
that, or it’s because she’s super hot 
and the celebrity I resemble most 
is Shrek.” That got a chuckle out of 
Randy. I actually get Bill Clinton a 
lot, but Shrek sounded better. 

“It just doesn’t seem fair that there 
are some guys in bodybuilding 
with awesome genetics, guys that 
look like they should be in the 
magazines even when they are just 
doing local shows.”
“I know, but that’s like saying it’s 
not fair that some guys in the NBA 
are so tall, or some tennis stars have 
such great hand-eye coordination. 
At least in bodybuilding, at the 
local and regional level before 
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Not all of us are  
genetic freaks.

We all have strong and  
weak points.
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you start running into an army 
of genetic mutants, you can do 
pretty well with less-than-perfect 
genetics. I have managed to beat a 
lot of them. You do that by working 
harder and smarter and doing the 
best with what you have. You work 
on your weak points and bring 
them up to the best of 
your ability. You train and 
diet and do your cardio 
and never miss quality 
meals or supplements so 
you show up looking the 
best you can, and in great 
condition. That way you 
can beat the guys that 
were too lazy to work 
something they didn’t 
feel like, or who cheated 
on their diets and blew 
off early-morning cardio 
sessions.”
“But Ron, you have still 
taken second place to a lot 
of freaks, haven’t you?”

“Bastard! I knew you were 
going to bring that shit 
up. It’s true. I have been 
runner-up more times than 
any other bodybuilder 
in history. But I tell you 
what, I have beaten some 
guys I had no business 
beating, guys that had 
more genetics in their pinkie finger 
than I had in my whole body. And 
it’s because I worked harder than 
they did, and smarter. I did a lot 
more with what I was given than 
they did, and beating them despite 
my many genetic shortcomings was 
as sweet a victory as winning the 
whole show.”

Randy checked himself out again 
and didn’t seem quite as upset. He 

hit a crab most muscular, a pose 
where his wide shoulders and big 
traps gave him the illusion of being 
much bigger than he really was. 
“Not so horrible, I guess. Not 
Ronnie Coleman, but not so bad.” 
“Not at all, Randy. I don’t need 
to sit here and tell you what your 

strong and weak points are. You 
already know. You can’t change 
your genetics, but you can do the 
absolute most with what you have. 
You do that, and you are a real 
success story, regardless of what 
contests you do or don’t win. I 
have a certain amount of respect 
in the sport because a lot of people 
know how far I have come over the 
years. Meanwhile, others with far 
superior genetics have quit, fizzled 

out, or just faded away because they 
weren’t willing to work hard enough 
to compete against the others with 
great genetics that were willing. 
They’re long gone and forgotten, 
while I am still here hitting it hard 
and still making small but gradual 
improvements every year.”

Randy clearly felt better 
now. He would still have 
his bumpy moments over 
the next six weeks. That’s 
the nature of preparing for 
a bodybuilding contest. 
You have your good days 
when you feel on top of 
the world, and you have 
your bad days when you 
feel like chucking it all 
in and going on a binge 
of pizza and beer. I didn’t 
envy Randy. But at least 
his money was his own, 
and not being thrown into 
a black hole of pre-teen 
fashion that was sucking 
it into some Bermuda 
Triangle of clothing styles 
that would be ‘out’ almost 
as fast as they were ‘in.’    

“How’s your personal 
training business going 
lately, Randy?”
“Pretty good, I guess, 

about six regular clients and a few 
that are more occasional.” I clapped 
him on the back. 
“I’ll have to start trying to refer 
more people to you.”
“Gee thanks, Ron, that’s awful nice 
of you.”
“Not exactly. I need you to make 
big money because I might need a 
loan, a big loan, in less than four 
years. You see, my daughter will be 
turning sixteen. . . “

Do the best with what you 
have been given.
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The Anabolic Burst; nothing new 
for old-time insiders: Another 
form of super-compensation is 

a carb-load procedure that only works 
for athletes and bodybuilders coming 
off a protracted low-carb eating phase. 
The reintroduction of carbohydrates 
into a body deprived of carbs for an 
extended period creates a protracted 
period of Super-compensation that can 
last for days. This phenomenon has 
been called the “anabolic burst” - but 
back in the old days we called the exact 
same tactic “carb-loading.” The best 
dieters in the world are professional 
bodybuilders; these men are able to 
attain 2 to 4% body fat percentiles while 
maintaining 240+ pounds of muscle 
mass. A competitive bodybuilder 
gradually reduces carbohydrate 
consumption as he/she approaches 
contest day. The consensus procedure 
among professionals is to eat three 
substances to near exclusion during 
the final nutritional phase leading 
up to the competition: lean protein, 
starchy carbs and fibrous carbohydrate. 
Basically, other then a select few 
nutritional supplements, nothing else is 
eaten. As the competition approaches 
the competitive bodybuilder reduces 
starch carb consumption (all refined 
carbs, sweets, junk food, saturated 
fat and bad food are long gone) while 
simultaneously kicking up the cardio. 
Excess fat is mobilized and oxidized 

until the sub-5% body fat percentile 
(required to be competitive) is 
achieved. Burning off body fat is one 
thing but burning off body fat while 
preserving existing muscle tissue is a 
completely different proposition. To 
be competitive muscle mass needs 
to be retained while stored body 
fat is mobilized and oxidized. This 
is a subtle problem requiring great  
dietary precision. 

CapTri® enables the Burst: John 
Parrillo saw the need arise for 
a product that could provide a 
supplemental source of calories that 
could be consumed in place of starch 
during the final pre-competition phase. 
CapTri® was born and revolutionized 
pre-competition eating strategies. 
In the bad old day’s bodybuilding, 
athletes would lose as much muscle 
as fat when they whittled down during 
the final pre-competition ramp up. Out 
of ignorance, they simply reduced 
overall caloric consumption as the 
competition grew near and while they 
were able to attain a genuinely ripped 
and shredded condition, their muscle 
mass suffered terribly. While they were 
able to attain 5% body fat percentiles 
they might lose 15% of muscle mass 
during the process. John Parrillo first 
postulated and later proved that caloric 
intake needed to be maintained – or 
increased – as the competition grows 
near. Starch attracts water and by 
eliminating it prior to a competition 
the ‘dry,’ ripped look can be achieved. 
Parrillo insisted that those lost starch 
calories needed to be replaced. “Do so 
and muscle mass can be maintained 
or even increased – it’s a matter of 
replacing declining starch calories 
with substitute calories; calories 
obtained from a calorically dense 
source. CapTri® is a fat, a medium-
chain triglyceride and is processed by 
the body as if it were a carbohydrate. 
The loudest CapTri® proponents 

are national and international level 
bodybuilders. These men know the 
rigors and realities of pre-competition 
nutrition. It’s no accident that they 
understand the gravitas of CapTri®. 

Competitive bodybuilders blaze the 
super-compensation path: At the 
end of a competitive cycle leading 
up to a bodybuilding competition, the 
elite bodybuilder exists on a limited, 
narrow menu of foods. Plain food, fat 
free food, is about all that’s consumed. 
Back in the days of bodybuilder 
starvation, the athletes noted that 
when the competition was over and 
they resumed “normal” eating, their 
bodies increased in size dramatically, 
in an amazingly short time without 
losing any definition, separation 
or muscular delineation. During a  
12-16 week competition eating cycle, 
a rigid selection of clean, lean, natural  
foods are eaten exclusively. Carb 
consumption is reduced and lost 
starch carb calories are replaced 
with CapTri®. When a carb-starved 
bodybuilder suddenly and protractedly 
begins consuming a steady diet of 
carbohydrate, the body swells up like 
a dry sponge suddenly submersed 
into a bucket of warm water. Super-
compensation, a physiological 
anomaly, occurs when carbs are 
systematically reintroduced into a 
carb starved body. One top IFBB 
bodybuilder related to me a fairly 
typical “carb up” experience. “At the 
prejudging I weighed 218 carrying 
a 3-4% body fat percentile. I got 1st 
round callouts so I knew I was gonna 
be in the top three. I knew exactly what 
to do in order to generate an edge. 
After the prejudging I went back to 
my hotel room and every hour on the 
hour between the end of prejudging 
and the night show I ate a pound of 
carbs…454 grams…every hour on 
the hour I would eat baked potatoes, 
sweet potato, rice…not much liquid 

The so-called 
Anabolic Burst is 
nothing more than 
old wine disguised 

in a new bottle! 

though…at the night show I weighed 
231 without losing anything in terms 
of my condition.” Like we said, 
akin to dunking a dry sponge into  
warm water!

The “Burst” bursts: Competitive 
bodybuilders learned the hard way that 
all anabolic bursts end and that end is 
not predictable and when it happens, 
the body suddenly “re-learns” how 
to shuttle excess carbohydrates into 
fat storage. After weeks of no starch 
carbs, the body has “forgotten” how 
to process excess carbohydrates 
and when suddenly barraged with 
carbs either uses the carbs to build 
muscle or store them as glycogen in 
the muscles. For a length of time, 
the body will super-compensate and 
force-feed cells. Weight gain will be 
near exclusively muscle. The trick is 
in knowing when to quit. A Burst only 
works if it is preceded by a super-
strict hardcore bodybuilder low-
starch nutritional program. Eat with 
incredible discipline and precision for 
twelve straight weeks and for a few 
days you can force feed carbs and 
muscles will swell – all because of a 
temporary physiologic phenomena. 
You can supercharge muscle cells with 
a broad array of carbs and calories 
and make sensational overnight gains 
in size and strength. Be observant and 
be self-critical and at the first sight 
the body has relearned how to process 
excess calories into fat storage sites, 
get back on the strict bodybuilding 
plan. But now you’ll have a larger, 
harder body. Learn how to use super-
compensation after a workout. Learn 
how to use super-compensation after a 
competitive bodybuilding cycle. Use 
the smart-bomb and the Burst to your 
advantage, the elite do already. Just 
make sure that like the Iron Elite you 
have plenty of 50/50 Plus™, Pro-Carb™, 
and CapTri® on hand to amplify and 
set up super-compensation situations.   
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JOHN PARRILLO’S PERFORMANCE PRESS THE PERFECT PARRILLO DAY 

Secretly Timid Tim always 
suspected he was dating “over 

his head” when Angie, a vivacious 
college cheerleader, started going out 
with him as a senior at University 
of Texas in Austin. After graduation 
Tim took his inheritance money 
and purchased a custom home in an 
upscale neighborhood. Angie moved 
in. Tim took a job as a junior partner 
with one of Austin’s most prestigious 
law firms. Tim, an academic whiz, was 
a young tax attorney on his way up and 
routinely put in 60 hours at the office 
each and every week. The money was 
great and the future was full of bright 
promise. Tim was a budding legal 
superstar and as Bill Murray quipped 
in the movie Kingpin, “Son, you’re 
riding life’s gravy train in a hot rod with 
biscuit wheels.” Angie had a degree in 
education but never quite got around 
to obtaining that teaching position 
she always talked about. No matter, it 
was all good, Tim was making the big 
bucks and Angie happily spent them. 
She decorated the home and decorated 
herself. Self-admittedly pampered and 
spoiled, Angie always had had men 

doing her bidding, starting with daddy, 
ending with Tim and in the interim 
shuffling through enough boyfriends 
and lovers to field a football team. 
Newly ensconced in a magnificent 
home, riding around in a BMW, 
having serious money at her immature 
disposal, Angie fell into a comfortable 
routine. Tim would wake up and head 
into work no later than 6am. She 
would awaken leisurely around 9:30 
and after a light breakfast and some 
TV, head to the gym around 11. Vanity 
was Angie’s training motivator. After 
an easy-as-pie workout (sweat would 
leave stains on her designer workout 
gear) she’d take a sauna or use the 
whirlpool as a gossip pit, then shower 
and primp for an hour. Angie would 
then meet several of her well-off gal 
pals for lunch at Alphonsos, a trendy 
Bistro. The owner Ernesto would fawn 
and purr over Angie’s “Barbie Posse” 
and being shallow and vacant, the girls 
ate it up with a fork and spoon. 

After a $60 “lite” lunch, the girls 
would pile into Angie’s 7-series BMW 
(purchased for her last Christmas with 

Tim’s end-of-year bonus) and go 
shopping or to a movie. Perhaps they 
would head to the salon for a $200 
follicle pampering by “hair genius” 
Christophe. Perhaps a manicure, 
pedicure or deep tissue massage…it 
was great to be Angie. Meanwhile 
Timid Tim was knee deep in the 
legal meat grinder: the fast-track was 
wearing him down fast. Angie wasn’t 
into cooking or cleaning so they had 
a domestic. Most nights after Tim 
returned home from work, dog tired, 
frazzled and exhausted, Angie would 
order carryout then commence to 
bitch about the imaginary travails of 
her day. On weekends they would 
eat at one of the innumerable fine 
restaurants in the University area. Life 
for Tim was tense with a capitol T 
and he kept reminding himself that he 
was investing in their future. Life for 
Angie was one big day at the circus. 
Angie had the intellectual depth of a 
10-year old but that never stopped her 
from dominating any conversation she 
was a part of: she talked and talked 
and talked and got bored easily when 
Tim tried to relate or discuss anything 

of the slightest significance. She cared 
not a wit for what was happening 
in his pressure-filled stress-infused 
world. “You always bitch about work 
– let’s talk happy talk!” Tim was fine 
with this: he worshipped Angie like a 
love-struck puppy. Thin as a rail, he 
had recently been diagnosed with a 
stress-related peptic ulcer, a bad sign 
for someone just past the age of 30. He 
was the classical introvert involved 
with a mindless extrovert. They say 
opposites attract but to put it bluntly, 
Angie had cast a sexual spell 
over Tim. He was beguiled, 
bemused and enthralled 
by his blond, air-headed 
trophy babe. He took 
it for granted they 
would be getting 
married after he 
made full partner 
status. 

Being a smart, 
well read guy, 
Tim was aware 
of the need 
for fitness and 
health. Despite 
never quite 
knowing if what 
he was doing was 
correct, he belonged to 
a fitness club and on the 
rare occasion he had some 
free time he enjoyed weight 
training or playing tennis. He’d 
started lifting in high school and 
really liked it; he kept it up all through 
college but over the last three years 
he’d dropped fitness totally. He didn’t 
have any muscle to speak of and was 
emaciated; a cortisol-poisoned bundle 
of nerves. His job was to solve serious 
tax problems for loaded clients. He 
straightened out one IRS-related 
catastrophe after another. He was paid 
handsomely to solve other people’s 
problems. Tim would arrive at the 
office at 7am, come home at 7pm, 
eat dinner and fall asleep by ten. He 

worked on weekends. For the first 
year or so Angie bitched about his 
long hours and eternal tiredness. Tim 
‘made it up to her’ with expensive 
gifts, a hefty allowance and periodic 
trips to Hawaii, Cancun or Catalina 
Island for pampered getaways. In 
return he had his “trophy babe” and 
great sexual adventures. Recently 
Angie had taken up bridge and was 

gone three nights a week. Tim was 
coming home to an empty house. He 
would nuke a Stouffer microwavable 
meal and watch TV alone. He’d 
nod out around 9:30. Warning bells 
should have gone off in Tim’s naïve  
trusting brain. 

One Thursday he arrived home to find 
his living room emptied of furniture. 
Angie, haughty and defiant, stood in 

the middle of the vacant room. “I’m 
leaving you.” She said without a hint 
of emotion. “I’ve found a new lover. 
I’ve taken my things. You’re a nice 
guy. Have a nice life.” She said this 
with stern detachment, as if she were 
talking to a young child. She’d cleaned 
out the closets and cleaned out the 
bank accounts. He was too shocked 
to do anything but stand there stupid 
and stammer. She put on her $400 
sunglasses and said with dripping 

disdain, “You are soooo boring. I 
want excitement. Jimbo sets 

me on fire in a way you 
never could. You are a 

boring, boring man 
and my attorney 

will be in touch.” 
Tim understood 
i m m e d i a t e l y 
that Angie was 
going to file a 
“Pal-alimony” 
suit. With 
that the Ice 
Queen brushed 
past Tim and 
walked out the 
door. There was 

such a shocking 
finality in her tone 

that Tim knew with 
total and complete 

certainty that this phase 
of his life was OVER. 

The nonchalance and ease 
with which she dumped him 

pissed him off. After the initial 
shock wore off he felt incredible anger 
at her greed. Strangely, he didn’t 
feel sadness or pain. He told himself 
“anyone that evil is best out of my life 
and better now than 15-years down 
the road.” He found out later that his 
rival for Angie’s affections was Jimbo 
Johnson, the proud owner of a series of 
Self Storage units around town. Jimbo 
had used his backwoods porno-humor 
to win Angie’s calculating heart. 
Jimbo made even more money than 
Tim. He lived a garish, Elvis-imitating 

  Meanwhile Timid Tim was knee deep  
in the legal meat grinder, the fast  

track wearing him down fast.

...It was great to be Angie
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lifestyle, an arrogant redneck who’d 
hit life’s financial lottery. 

Jimbo had jet black dyed hair. Jimbo 
had sideburns. Jimbo wore expensive 
cowboy boots and clothes cut way too 
tight. Jimbo drank Rebel Yell whiskey 
and had a bedroom with mirrors on the 
ceiling over the bed. Jimbo owned a 
powerboat, a new pickup truck, a new 
Corvette and smelled of Old Spice 
aftershave. Jimbo’s beer of choice 
was Red, White and Blue “lite” as he 
was a redneck watching his figure. He 
was always tanned and liked to comb 
his steel blue hair in the gym mirror 
using a customized chrome comb. 
He always smiled as he combed 
and would muse that he really liked 
himself; financial success had proven 
beyond a doubt that Jimbo was truly 
a great man. Angie and Jimbo met 
at the Spa. The same one that Tim 
periodically trained at. Tim knew he 
would be seeing a lot of the new duo 
as she intended on keeping her exact 
previous groove. It was inevitable 
they’d bump into each other as Tim 
also was defiant. He first ran into the 
new couple at the eatery in the fitness 
club. He was appalled: the two pawed 
each other hungrily and French kissed 
while Jimbo made weird rutting noises. 
Thick and powerful, running to fat, 
Jimbo had faded tattoos and proudly 
wore a mullet haircut that Timid Tim 
knew the locals called a “Tennessee 
Waterfall.” Jeez, he thought as they 
strode out, laughing like hyenas, “This 
guy is a loser! I’ve been dumped for 
an idiot by an idiot!” Jimbo looked 
remarkably like the old WWF wrestler 
(and bad Elvis imitator) “Honky Tonk 
Man.” Anger welled up inside Tim as 
he watched the duo pay their restaurant 
check with a crisp $100 bill, no doubt 
part of the $73,000 she’d ripped off 
by liquefying bank accounts and 
jointly held stocks and bonds.  Jimbo 
and Angie burned rubber out of the 
parking lot in a brand new fire-engine 
red $60,000 Dodge “Duelie” pickup 

truck with Angie scrolled on the side. 
No doubt his dough had been used to 
make the substantial down payment. 
As he watched them peel out of the 
parking lot Timid Tim swore to 
himself that he was going to change 
physically and psychologically. He’d 
show Angie what a damned fool  
she’d been. 

They ran into each other again at 
the gym a few days later. Tim was 
struggling a bit while bench pressing 
a pair of 35-pound dumbbells. The 
porno-lovers strolled by and Jimbo 
stopped dead in his tracks and watched 
bemusedly as Tim bench pressed. 
“He’s so totally pathetic…Look at 
him Baby! No wonder you dumped 
him!” Jimbo was yelling. The whole 
gym stopped to stare. “Angie baby, 
you can bench press more than he 
can! Wooooo Wheeee! See you later 
Tarzan!” Jimbo slapped Angie on the 
ass for emphasis as he caught Tim’s 
timid eye. The porno-lovers French 
kissed and walked off laughing so 
hard tears came to their eyes. At that 
instant Tim made a life-changing 
decision. Next morning he marched 
into the boss’ office without advance 
notice. He didn’t ask, he told the 
senior partner that he had to cut back 
on his hours immediately! Because 
he’d morphed into such a damned 
fine lawyer the boss had no choice 
but reluctantly agree. Timid Tim did 
something else uncharacteristic: he 
enlisted the services of a professional 
personal trainer. Not just any personal 
trainer. Tim being Tim had sought 
out the very best. He methodically 
searched for the identity of the very 
best PT in the Austin metropolitan 
region. One name kept coming up: 
Former Mr. Texas Brad Johnson. Brad 
stood 6-foot, weighed 260 holding a 
9% off-season body fat percentile. He 
could bench 500 anywhere, anytime 
and was a Parrillo-certified personal 
trainer. Brad had been a Parrillo PT 
for ten years. He was hardly cheap 

and always booked because he was 
the very best. 

Brad’s reputation preceded him 
and when Tim talked to Brad about 
becoming a client it wasn’t Tim 
auditioning Brad, au contraire, it 
was Brad auditioning Tim! Brad 
had a client list longer than his 
humongous arm and refused to take 
on anyone who was unwilling or 
unlikely to commit totally to the 
“transformational process.” He was 
blunt: “My reputation is built upon 
the plain fact that I always get results: 
the only variable is the willpower 
and discipline of the client. I use the 
Parrillo system and the system works 
– that’s been proven a thousand times 
over. The only question mark in the 
equation is if I’m picking a client 
willing to commit completely to the 
Parrillo process. If you are not willing 
to turn your life upside down, if you are 
not willing to eat perfectly, train until 
you bleed and exert more discipline 
than a Zen monk then you ain’t up 
for what I’m serving Brother!” Tim 
talked Mr. Texas into taking him on: 
he was ready, willing and motivated. 
Like a muscle Houdini, Tim would 
physically transform himself….
and shove it in Angie and Honky  
Tonk Man’s face.

JOHN PARRILLO’S PERFORMANCE PRESS 

Next MoNth:
Tim’s  
transformation… 
the training,  
the eating,  
the supplementation,  
the pain,  
the payback…
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I am often asked about whether 
herbal supplements can help 
improve performance, particularly 

since there are so many of these 
supplements on the market. The bottom 
line is that healthy nutrition, proper 
training, and genetic endowment 
are the major factors that contribute 
to physique and athletic success. 
Increasing your nutrient density with 
supplements to amplify success is also 
important, as long as you eat properly 
and train consistently and intensely.  
 
 Herbal supplements, in 
my opinion, are iffy, however. Yes, 
athletes and exercisers often use herbal 
substances to try to gain a competitive 
edge. But by and large, most herbs 

have proved to be of doubtful value 
in enhancing performance. And 
many may be downright harmful. 
 
 Case in point: Sixty-five 
cases of herbal supplement-related 
seizures reported to MedWatch from 
1993 to 1999 were obtained through 
the Freedom of Information Act and 
independently evaluated by three 
reviewers. They concluded that of 
these cases, 20 were probably related to 
herbs. Of these, 19 involved ephedra, 
and 14 involved herbal caffeine. 
Thirteen of the 65 cases were possibly 
associated with herbal supplements. Of 
these, ephedra was also associated with 
7 cases, and caffeine was contained 
in 5 of these supplement products. 

Other herbs implicated in 
possibly related seizure 
events were St. John’s 
wort and gingko biloba. 
These findings underscore 
that significant health risks 
are associated with use of 
certain herbal products. (1) 
 
 Of the supplements in 
the Parrillo Performance 
line, Evening Primrose 
Oil™ is about as close 
as we get to a herbal 
formulation. The evening 
primrose is a small  
flowering plant that grows 
in England. Evening 
Primrose Oil (EPO) is 
an excellent source of 
essential fatty acids. The 
main function of EFAs 
in the body is to provide 
building blocks for a 

class of hormones called eicosanoids. 
The broad category of eicosanoids is 
further subdivided into prostaglandins, 
prostacyclins, leukotrienes, and 
thromboxanes. The eicosanoids are a 
complex group of hormones (over 100 
different prostaglandins have been 
identified so far) which are involved in 
controlling many metabolic processes 
such as blood pressure, inflammation, 
fat metabolism, and blood clotting, to 
name a few. Eicosanoids are made by 
all cells of the body and their central 
function is to communicate messages 
to nearby cells to help coordinate and 
regulate the body’s metabolic activity. 
EFAs are also important structural 
components of cell membranes and 
thus are important for healthy skin. 
As for how to take EPO, I advise from 
two to six capsules a day with meals.  
 
 Are there any toxic effects 
from taking too much EPO? No, EPO 
is completely nontoxic. There are some 
potential side effects, which include 
headaches and (paradoxically) your 
skin breaking out (pimples). These 
are a result of the effects of the class 
2 prostaglandins which are made from 
arachidonic acid, a metabolite. These 
effects are completely blocked by 
aspirin, which stops the conversion of 
arachidonic acid into prostaglandins. 
If you should notice these problems, 
simply take two aspirin and decrease 
the number of capsules you take.  
 
 Parrillo EPO is a high-
tech EFA supplement designed to 
provide EFAs without excess non-
essential fats. It provides a way 
for bodybuilders and other athletes 

to optimize their EFA metabolism 
while still maintaining a low fat diet. 
Parrillo EPO is simply another tool 
to help you optimize your nutrition.  
  
           That’s about all the practical “how 
to” information you need to incorporate 
EFAs into your diet. The Parrillo 
EPO supplement was developed 
specifically to provide a concentrated 
source of EFAs so you don’t have 
to eat a tablespoon of oil every day.  
 
 More important than 
supplements (which have their 
rightful place), sticking to a multiple-
meals nutrition program is essential. 
That means eating five, six, or more 
meals a day. This pattern of eating 
is metabolically beneficial in three 
ways. To begin with, multiple meals 
that include starchy carbohydrates 
help keep insulin constantly present 
in the body. This powerful, growth-
producing hormone helps make 
amino acids available to muscle tissue 
for growth and recovery. Insulin’s 
release is triggered by the conversion 
of carbohydrate into glucose by the 
liver. Frequent meals also increase 
“thermogenesis,” the production of 
body heat from the burning of food 
for energy. Following a meal, your 
metabolic rate is elevated as a result 
of thermogenesis. So the more meals 
you eat, the higher your metabolism 
stays throughout the day for fat 
burning and muscle building. Finally, 
with a constant nutrient supply, you 
are never forced into a starvation 
mode. With meals coming at regular 
intervals, your body learns to process 
food more efficiently, and your 
metabolism is accelerated as a result.  
 
 Another important point is to 
always eat breakfast - this gets your 
metabolism going first thing. This is 
why breakfast is probably your most 
important meal. You have the whole 
day to burn off any excess calories 
you consume at breakfast - any excess 

calories you consume right before 
bed are likely to be stored as fat. 
  
 Additionally, don’t forget to 
combine your foods properly, so as 
to slow the release of glucose into 
the bloodstream. Carbohydrates are 
digested down into glucose, which 
is the form of sugar released into the 
blood. If too many carbs are consumed, 
or if they are released into the blood too 
rapidly, the insulin response causes the 
excess to be taken up by fat cells and 
converted into fat in a process known 
as lipogenesis. By eating unrefined, 
complex carbohydrates - and not 
simple sugars - you slow the release 
of glucose into the blood. This is also 
the reason you should combine fibrous 
carbs and protein together with your 
starches at each meal - it slows the rate 
of digestion and release of glucose.  

 So basically, my philosophy 
is that the role of supplements is to 
increase cellular nutrient levels beyond 
what can be obtained from a healthy 
diet of regular foods. Food will always 
be the cornerstone of sound nutrition 
– don’t lose sight of the importance of 
your diet. I do not know of any herbal 
supplements that can really affect 
your body composition beyond what 
can be obtained from regular foods 
and certain non-herbal supplements 
(such as creatine, CapTri®, amino 
acids, and protein supplements).  

RefeRences

 1. Haller, C.A., et al. 2005. 
Seizures reported in association with 
use of dietary supplements. Clinical 
Toxicology 43: 23-30. 
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Evening  
   Primrose
Evening Primrose Oil  
is an excellent source  
of essential fatty acids.
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If you are interested in  
maximizing muscle size, creatine 
helps in two ways. A more 

long-term effect is that creatine 
supplementation allows you to lift 
more weight for more reps, so you 
get more muscle fiber hypertrophy. 
A more immediate effect is that as 
muscle cells take up creatine, it takes 
water along with it. So it makes 
the muscle fibers swell, getting 
bigger and harder. After a month of 
creatine supplementation, you might 
ingest only 250 grams of creatine, 
but gain six to fourteen pounds of 
muscle mass. That weight is mostly 
water, being drawn inside muscle 
cells by the extra creatine. It’s kind 
of like having a constant pump.  

Your body makes some 
creatine naturally. Your kidneys make 
about one gram per day. Creatine 
is also contained in meat, and the 
average diet of meat eaters supplies 
about another gram per day. So, 
without creatine supplementation, 
you get about two grams per day, 
unless you’re a vegetarian, in which 
case you get about one gram per day. 
Creatine supplementation allows you 
to propel this to a much higher level. 
This increases the amount of creatine 
inside muscle cells, making them 
bigger and harder and stronger. 

The way to use creatine is 
to start with a loading phase, which 
usually is 20 grams a day for five to 
seven days. To do this, take five grams 
(one teaspoon) four times a day, for 
five to seven days. This is followed 

by the maintenance phase, which is 
five to ten grams a day. After only 
one month, you will see a noticeable 
increase in size and strength. I feel 
that Parrillo Creatine Monohydrate™ 
is the highest purity creatine 
supplement available. And a word of 

caution: don’t be fooled into buying 
creatine phosphate supplements. It 
sounds like a good idea, until you 
realize creatine phosphate is not 
absorbed from the intestine. You need 
to use creatine monohydrate, which 
is absorbed from the intestines. Once 
transported inside muscle cells, it is 
converted into creatine phosphate. 

Also beware of liquid 
creatine supplements, as creatine 
will break down after a few weeks 
of being dissolved in water. To 
boost your gains through the roof, 
there’s an excellent supplement to 
use in combination with creatine: 
50-50 Plus™. 50-50 Plus™ is a 
drink mix made from about 50% 
protein and 50% carbohydrate. The 
protein portion is very much like 
Parrillo Hi-Protein Powder™, and 
the carbohydrate part is derived 
from Pro-Carb™. Studies have 
shown that a combination of protein 
and carbohydrate like this works 
better at promoting muscular growth 
than either one alone. Combining 
creatine with 50-50 Plus™ is, quite 
frankly, the most potent nutritional 
supplement available for supporting 
muscle growth. The amino acid 
profile of the protein is ideal for 
supporting muscular growth, and the 
carbohydrate replenishes glycogen, 
further enhancing energy levels and 
strength. The best time to use this 
combination is after training. At 
that time your muscles are depleted 
and are begging for nutrients. The 
protein acts to repair muscle damage 
from training as well as to supply 
the building blocks to generate new 
muscle tissue. The carbohydrate 
replenishes glycogen, as well as 
increasing uptake of the amino acids 
and creatine by muscle cells. If you’re 
on a budget and want to keep things 
simple, try 50-50 Plus™ along with 
creatine. After just one month, used 
in combination with proper diet, you 
will see and feel a difference.
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Creatine supplementation
allows you to lift more 
weight for more reps, so 
you get more muscle  
fiber hypertrophy.
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amino acids being the best when it 
comes to stimulating post-workout 
recovery. 

      In the first three hours following 
the ingestion of protein, 90% of 
the amino acids broken down and 
released into the bloodstream are 
branch-chain amino acids. In addition 
to being preferentially broken down, 
muscles use available BCAA’s to 
assist in rebuilding tissue traumatized 
by an intense workout. BCAA’s have 
an anabolic effect: leucine has been 
shown to stimulate the production 
of insulin and in the post-workout 
metabolic environment this causes 
regenerative aminos to be transported 
into muscle cells. The branch-
chain amino acids are optimally 
taken in a 56%-22%-22% balance  
between leucine/isoleucine/valine. 
This optimal balance is used in  
Muscle Amino Formula™. Branch- 
chain amino acids need to be 
consumed with a meal in order to 
utilize the metabolic transport system: 
take BCAA’s with food. John Parrillo 
has long advocated BCAA usage and 
suggests trying to consume 10-20 grams 

JOHN PARRILLO’S PERFORMANCE PRESS IRON VIC SPEAKS

Vic,
How are you doing? Long time reader 
– first time writer – big time fan. I’m 
an advanced trainer who bounces 
back and forth between competitive 
powerlifting and competitive 
bodybuilding. I’m a drug-free guy 
who turned 35 last month. I’m a 15-
year Parrillo follower who benches 
400 at 181 (no bench shirt) and has 
placed in the top ten nationally in 
drug-free bodybuilding competitions. 
I have noticed that this past year I 
cannot seem to get recovered in time 
to hit my second weekly workout for 
the same body part. Now that I’m in 
my mid-thirties, I’m having a hell of 
a time recovering from one workout 
to the next. Any hints or tips that 
will help me speed up the recovery 
process? Is difficult recovery just a 
reality of aging? I’ve always hit each 
muscle group twice a week – but I 
am getting to a point where if I blast 
legs or back hard on Monday I’m not 
recovered enough to hit the legs or 
back again hard on Thursday – I’m 

Branch-Chain Amino Acids speed up recovery…Deltoid dilemma…George Jetson

weak as a kitten in the second weekly 
workout and cannot come within 20% 
of the poundage I use on the week’s 1st 
workout…that or I’ll lose 2-3 reps…
what gives? Should I just resign myself 
to getting older?    
      Muddy, Clarksburg

   This is a common and frequent 
complaint amongst older advanced 
trainees. It is a predictable phenom-
enon: when individuals advance in 
age they lose some vital capacity. 
It is commonsense that a man has 
better endurance and recuperative 
ability at 20 than at 40. That’s the 
bad news: the good news is that a 
mature knowledgeable bodybuilder 
can improve into their mid-forties. 
Bodybuilding, unlike sports that 
require foot or hand speed, allows a 
person to improve late into life. Men 
like Pearl, Zane, Coe, Corney, Beckles, 
Ferrigno, Draper, Robbie, Sergio 
and Reg Park are a few outstanding 
examples of men who stayed at the 
top of their game way into their forties 

and on into their fifties. Here’s an Iron 
Truism: a beginner recovers faster than 
an advanced trainee when both men 
are subjected to workouts of relatively 
similar intensity. Bigger more 
muscular lifters take longer to recover 
than small, young men handling dinky 
(relatively speaking) poundage. The 
larger a muscle is the more food and 
nutrients are needed to complete the 
repair and growth cycle and it takes 
longer to evacuate workout-generated 
toxins and waste products. Age 
matters: be aware that you’ll recover 
a lot quicker at age 35 than you will at 
age 55. Psychologically an advanced 
trainee is able to “will” themselves 
to lift more poundage or squeeze out 
more reps than the beginner. After a 
man gets 10, 15 or 20 years of weight 
training under their belt, they develop 
a deep mental focus. Training too 
heavy too often wreaks havoc on the 
central nervous system (CNS) and 
makes muscle recovery problematic. 
The strong-willed bodybuilder need 
learn how to take an extra day (or two) 

of rest when needed, when the body 
is battered. Here are three intelligent 
choices and potential solutions to the 
recovery problem: 

• Consume more quality calories. 
 
• Take an additional recovery day  
   or two when needed  

• Supplement with branch-chain     
   amino acids 

   Since you’ve been a long-time Parrillo 
follower we’ll assume you eat big and 
eat clean. Always and forever the first 
choice of a Parrillo trainee having 
recovery problems is to consume more 
regenerative nutrients – are you eating 
enough quality calories on a consistent 
basis? John subscribes to the adage 
that “there is no such thing as over-
training only under-eating.” 90% of 
beginners baby themselves and refuse 
to eat enough: they’ll quit a set at the 
slightest hint of discomfort and ascribe 
the mildest soreness to “over-training.” 
In fact they are sissies needing a swift 
kick in the butt. 90% of the problems 
associated with over-training can be 
eliminated by eating additional quality 
calories. Muscle is built when intense 
training is underpinned with lots and 
lots of “clean” (low fat, low sugar, no 
refined carbs) calories. These calories 
provide amino acids needed to create 
muscle growth. Here’s a trick-of-
trade elite bodybuilders and strength 
athletes use to speed up recovery: with 
every meal gobble down 2-3 Parrillo 
Muscle Amino Formula™ (branch-
chain amino acid) capsules. Valine, 
Leucine and Isoleucine have a unique 
molecular structure that scientists 
long ago discovered prevents muscle-
wasting. So effective are BCAA’s in 
preventing muscle tissue degradation 
that branch-chain supplementation 
has been standard practice for treating 
cancer for decades. Studies have 
shown that not all amino acids are 
created equal, with branch-chain 

per day. Muscle Amino Formula™ is a 
proprietary blending of research-grade 
branch-chain amino acids and John 
suggests taking two capsules with each 
of the 5-7 bodybuilder-style meals or 
feedings. After an intense workout 
be sure and consume 3-4 capsules 
and wash them down with a serving 
of 50/50 Plus™. The maltodextrin 
carbohydrate in 50/50 Plus™ acts as 
a cellular transport system, ensuring 
that the raw materials needed to build 
and rebuild shattered muscle tissue 
reach the ultimate destination as fast 
as possible. As John says, “BCAA’s 
specifically target the metabolic 
problem at hand: when supplemental 
branch-chains are supplied to the 
body less muscle tissue is catabolized 
during exercise. Branch-chain amino 
acid supplementation helps maintain 
positive nitrogen balance resulting in 
a net gain of muscle tissue.”  If you 
are “recovery-challenged” try heavy 
supplementation with Muscle Amino 
Formulation: the more advanced a 
trainee you are the more critical and 
effective BCAA’s can be towards 
speeding up a sluggish recovery 
cycle.

Iron Vic,
I need a good deltoid routine. My 
cannonball delts are more like golf ball 
delts and they’re smooth as a baby’s 
bottom to boot – a great combination! 
Under-sized and smooth! I train 
shoulders once a week on leg day. 
Usually I will do 3-4 sets of press-
behind-the-neck, followed by 2-3 sets 
of lateral raises. I have pretty good 
trap development and big traps and 
no deltoids make me look like a Silver 
Back Gorilla, all slope-shouldered 
and bent over. Some melon delts 
would make a world of difference. Any 
ideas?     
    Jack, Detroit

        Smooth delts are a result of having  
a lot of body fat. Regardless of how 
small a muscle is if the person carries a 

Branch-chain  
Amino Acids  

need to be consumed 
with a meal to utilize 

the metabolic transport 
system 

Take BCAA’s 
with food.
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low body fat percentile then the muscle 
will appear defined and delineated. 
With low body fat muscle fiber will 
dance as the body part is moved. 
You have two separate and distinct 
problems: first, we need to strip off 
excess lard so the delts (smallish, they 
may be) will become distinct. There 
are three deltoid heads: the front sliver, 
the side delt and the rear delts. The first 
order of business is to clean up the food 
selections; toss the pizza, beer, candy, 
sweets and fried food. With the money 
you save, purchase a pile of Parrillo 
Supplements. I would strongly suggest 
you purchase a bottle of CapTri® and 
start using it liberally. I would also 
purchase a tub of Optimized Whey 
Protein™ and a box of Parrillo bars. I 
might suggest the Hi-Protein Parrillo 
Bars™. Peanut Butter flavor tickles 
my taste buds. How about a canister of 
50/50 Plus™? Consuming a serving 
(or two) after a workout actually 
amplifies the results of the workout. 
Speaking of workouts…the amount 
of deltoid work you currently perform 
should be considered a maintenance 
workout in my book: 5 to 7 shoulder 
sets per WEEK? Any wonder why you 
have delt-envy? Did you really think 
that performing 6 sets a week for a 
muscle is going to build your shoulders 
like Dorian Yates? Let’s get serious: 
if you want to build big, bulbous, 
defined delts then eat big, eat quality 
foods, and start training like a man 
on a mission instead of a man asleep 
on the sofa. Hit the shoulders twice a 
week and hit them 1st. Move them to 
the front of the exercise lineup. 

*Perform four or five 
sets of each exercise. 
In weeks 1 & 2 utilize 
15-rep sets across 
the board; in weeks 
3 & 4 lower all reps 
to 10. In weeks 5 & 
6 drop the reps to 8-
rep sets. Figure on 
spending a full hour 
on each shoulder 
session. This is a 
deltoid specialization 
program designed to 
run for six full weeks. 
Eat right, train hard 
and train long; do so 
and real results occur in 
no time. Poor eating and 
under-training has gotten 
you where you’re at currently 
– nowhere! Let’s get serious 
about the amount of shoulder work 
you perform! Shredded shoulders 
require disciplined eating! 

Vic,
What’s your opinion of the new Parrillo 
supplement ALL-PROTEIN™? The 
nutritional statistics are fantastic 
– have you tried it yet?   
      
    Jen, Altoona

    I could write a book about how 
incredible this newest addition to the 
Parrillo nutritional fleet is.  Check 
out the statistics: no fat, no sugar, 
no carbs and 30-grams of protein 
in each serving. Mixed properly  
All-Protein™ tastes exactly like 

milk and I love milk. Milk and power 
training was the Old School ticket for 
serious muscle growth. The fat and 
sugar in milk made it unacceptable 
as we learned more about nutrition. 
John has invented a product that 
tastes exactly like milk but with none 
of the fat or sugar – truly amazing! 
Remember the old time cartoon show, 
The Jetsons? When it was time for the 
futuristic family to eat dinner they’d 
consume a single pill. I wondered 
back then, “will anyone ever make a 
pure protein pill?” Now in the year 
2006 John Parrillo has invented the 
Jetson Protein Pill – only it’s a great 
tasting shake that mixes with water 
and goes from inert to atomic inside 
5-seconds. We’ve come a long way 
over the years and John Parrillo has 
refurbished and updated a lot of really 
effective Old School ideas. Combining 
All-Protein™ (instead of milk) with 
power training in order to maximize 
muscle growth is the modern version 
of Old School classical training at 
its very finest! In my not-so-humble 
opinion it should be mandatory to 
provide a canister of Milk Flavor  
All-Protein™ with every barbell set 
sold in America! 
           

Standing dumbbell press Barbell overhead press

Press behind the neck, Smith Machine Seated dumbbell press

Dumbbell front raise Rear laterals on pec dec

Dumbbell side raise Dumbbell circle

Bent over lateral raise Machine lateral raise

MoNDay ThursDay
shouLDEr

w o r k o u t

NPC Masters National  
Champion Bodybuilder
Marcia Ferguson
refuels with Parrillo’s  
new All-Protein™ &  
Hi-Protein Cupcakes™
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